
An immersive story told by 
Ukrainian refugee artists

Project Scope - Displaced Ukrainian refugee artists are struggling to showcase their work 

through multiple restrictions (Visa, right-to-work, language barrier, no contacts). Convenience 

Gallery pride themselves on bringing artists together and teaching the business of creating 

shows, experiences, and providing support to empower artists to create a career in the arts. 

The project aims at gathering research and statements from multiple refugees and artists 

from Ukraine displaced to the UK. Gathering personal stories from these Ukrainians, artists 

will be commissioned to create art pieces. 

3 artists will be chosen, and commissioned to create artwork from the stories/research 

gathered.

Scenegraph Studios will consult through out the development of these art pieces to then 

digitise them to create an immersive 360 short film released online, reaching a global 

audience.

The immersive film experience will be entered into multiple competitions such as film 

festivals and VR festivals.

The creation of a pop up gallery in Liverpool city centre will be developed and showcased at a 

core venue showcasing the artwork, stories, artists, and the immersive 360 film. 

Team

Convenience Gallery - Convenience Gallery is a not for profit CIC. We are a community and 
contemporary creative arts platform, we’re based mostly in Birkenhead but have worked across 
merseyside and the UK too. Working to build a network of over 100 artists in the community. Over 3 
and half years we have worked to create a portfolio of high quality public and site specific artworks 
within non-traditional spaces. We are focussed on making accessible ways to engage with the arts, 
with over 5000 attendees during the past 3 years. 

Ukrainian Refugee  + Artist's - 3 artist will be chosen, Research and bring on board artists 

during next phase.

Scenegraph Studios - has over 5 years of Immersive Software Development experience with a 

combined 12 years of experience using Unreal Engine. Scenegraph Studios pride themselves 

with delivering solutions to immersive tasks, bridging the gap between artists, performers 

and corporate clients, with immersive real-time creative experiences.

Deliverables



Costings Est.

Total spend: £24600

Multiple artworks. Artists own the right to the work, but will showcase them in multiple 

shows and allow rights to be used in 360 film and advertisements.

360 Film capable of being viewed as a VR 360 Film. Published on multiple platforms 

(YouTube, Vimeo, Websites). 

1 Pop up gallery experiences showcasing the artists, art, and film. Venue to be confirmed. 

Legacy to take the work and display in Birkenhead in our core area of delivery. 

Legacy to submit created filmwork to film festivals

Sale of work we would look into both donating to Refugee charities or back to artists. 

Management: 25 days @ £300. 20 days for Convenience Gallery, 5 days for Scenegraph 

Studios to consult with artists the mediums of digital content. £7500 

Story Capture: each candidate will be o�ered compensation to use their story and time. 

we estimate roughly £150* a person with an estimated 15 stories wanting to be gathered. 

Estimated cost of £2250. Working o� 

Artist resources: £3000 (£1000 per artist, with 3 artists chosen)

Projector: £1500

TV & Fixing: £1000

VR Headset: Oculus Quest 2: £400 per headset £800

Accessories: £50

Venue Hire: £4500 - hire and sta�ng

360 Film Development and Digitisation of art work: £3000 (a reduction in price due to 

project)

Post management to submit to film festivals: Free - managed by all parties.

Communication Budget: £1000: Presentation of space, information flyers/ booklets and 

physical signage within the space used. 


